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I am hereby submitting my objections to this Local Improvement.

Even though my fence, all my plants and baby barn on the north side of Devere are
 encroaching I feel that because the fence line etc. have been there for almost as long as the
 house has been that they should be exempt and grandfathered in.  This will be a huge expense
 for me as a single person and also to the other home owners of the properties affected here
 who by the way are retired, elderly or young people just starting their families who could use
 this money the Town expects us to pay for other things.

The reason for having fences and bushes and trees would be to have some privacy and safety
 from people, traffic and also noise from living so close to the Middle School.  

To put a sidewalk on the North side would infringe on my having a quieter more beautiful and
 environmentally friendly (Trees and Plants)  area to live  The sidewalk would also be
 redundant as their is a sidewalk on the south side all ready which the Town will be making
 into a multi-purpose sidewalk which I think will be nice.   I don't believe that our street was
 ever meant to be used in such a manner with people and traffic so close to our homes.

I am not sure that a curb is necessary either, again at our, the home owners expense.  Why can
 we not have the sewers, catch basins & road upgrades and fixed properly and the road graded
 as such so we don't need a curb.

Thank you for consideration of my objections.

Regards
Sandra Welner
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